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Abstract. In the article the stochastic model is analyzed for deteriorating
cargo transshipment taking into account the irregularity of arrived ships
movement and cargo removing from warehouse with the regular surface
transport. It is assumed that unloading rate of ships is given and fixed, but
hold capacities of ships are randomly varying. During storage the cargo is
subjected to deterioration with the given intensity. The problem of
stationary probabilistic joint distribution of number of ships in terminal and
quantity of cargo in warehouse is investigated. For this purpose the theory
of Markov drift processes and methods of queueing theory are used. The
problem of optimal value of deterioration rate is formulated and solved.

1 Introduction
The port terminals for transshipping and warehousing the perishable cargoes are
the important links of transport-logistical chains in which transport streams of different
kinds of transport are interacting. The effectiveness of such interaction is influenced by the
regularity of transport units movement, the terms and cost of cargo delivery, as well as its
safety. For perishable cargo transportation and warehousing, it is important to provide the
optimal conditions for its storage between loading/unloading of transport units (TU).
Therefore, these circumstances must be taken into consideration while port terminals design
and operation.
Usually, for formal description of terminal functioning the combination of methods
of the queueing theory (QT) and the storage (inventory) theory is used. For example, the
significance of QT for project calculations lies in the fact that it makes it possible to predict
variation of length of queues in a designed terminal and time of being in a queue of TU,
that waits for beginning of loading or unloading for a remote prospect. Objectively existing
variation and irregularity of movement of TU create difficult conditions for exploitation
of production capacities of ports, that bring to necessity of reserves creation. The inventory
theory makes it possible to give correct assessment of a level of expected amount of cargo
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in a warehouse of a terminal and to determine its necessary capacity, to give scientific
grounds for a value of operation load on structural elements of moorage constructions and
to improve its reliability. Description of a terminal in a form of one or another queueing
system is also necessary for giving the scientifically grounded assessment of expected
values of economic results and expenses that relate to exploitation of a terminal in the long
term.
At the same time, while examining a problem of formal description of a port terminal
in terms of the mentioned above theories, many unsolved tasks remain related to finding
of the key dependence of the main characteristics of technological elements
on characteristics of incoming streams of TU. Characteristics of technological elements that
were calculated not in the proper way can bring to additional demurrage of TU and ships,
as well as to losses connected with such a demurrage. The mentioned problem is important
for a theory and practice of port terminals design and operation, but the theoretical
difficulties can occur during it solving which require non-trivial special researches.

2 Literature review and problem statement
During the last decade, the international trade growth of perishable goods is observed
that influences the increase of production/transportation of products, such as food,
medicines etc. Transportation and warehousing of such goods using different transport
modes (water, railroad) require maintaining special regimes (e.g. temperature conditions)
in ports terminals and warehouses, etc. [1-3]. In other words perishable products logistics
faces the deterioration problem. It can deal with products spoilage, physical depletion,
gradual loss of qualitative properties of materials with the passage of time and above
all storage conditions changing [4, 5]. Therefore, the great attention in theory of logistics
and its applications is paid to the problem of deteriorating products flow control. The
known models of inventory control theory cannot be applied directly in the process
of perishable products production and transportation. In many situations arising in logistics
management the adaptation and generalization of classical inventory control models
is needed for the case of deterioration of perishable raw materials and finished product
under prolonged transporting/warehousing. Recently, the inventory control models were
reviewed by Williams & Tokar [6] and Bakker, Riezebos & Teunter [7], discussing main
inventory system characteristics, i.e. price discounts, backordering or lost sales, single
or multiple items, average cost or discounted cash flow, payment delay etc. In the works
authored by Banerjee & Agrawal [8], Li, Zhang & Han [9] the inventory models for
deteriorating products were proposed. It is naturally to suppose that the volume
of perishable products deterioration depends on technical characteristics of refrigerating
equipment and corresponding costs needed to support the special warehousing regimes
[10, 11]. In the articles [12-14] the simple models for optimal lot sizing of perishable
product based on generalization of the classical Wilson and Wagner-Whitin models were
studied. However, in these works the possibility of warehousing regime control was not
considered. Our paper aims to further develop the optimal inventory control models for
perishable product, mainly, to develop the stochastic optimization model for the case
of perishable product coming through the port’s terminal considering deterioration process
control at warehouse and taking into account additional investments directed for this rate
decreasing. This idea was firstly mentioned in our previous works [10, 11, 15, 16].
It is known that nowadays while port terminals design the methods of simulation and
operations research are widely used for giving the scientific grounds for capacity planning
[17, 18] that make it possible to model a terminal work. In the literature dedicated to the
modelling of port terminals operation, the ready models of queueing systems were used for
the long time, which considered the specific character of port operation insufficiently
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[19-21]. However, classical models of queueing theory were worked out mainly for solving
the tasks of telecommunication system design, and for the most transport systems they are
of little use. So, for example, they absolutely do not consider the factor of coordination
of oncoming traffics in a terminal. For description of such traffics only a model of the
stationary Poisson stream is usually used. At the same time, considering the present
regulation of a transport operation (for example, in linear shipping), the TU streams, that
come to a terminal, are not the Poisson ones but have some certain level of regularity.
The first researches that were dedicated to modelling of interaction of transport streams
in a port in assumption of non-limited capacity of fronts of loading and unloading, were
made in 70-80s of the last century. During the following two decades the accent in the
researches was put on building and analysis of stochastic models of port terminals’ work
taking into consideration the finite capacity of loading and unloading fronts. In monograph
[17] a level of research of this problem up to 2006 was analyzed, where stochastic models
of transportation and storage systems are given with capacity limitation, that is built with
the help of combination of methods of the storage (inventory) theory and QT. However,
in it only relatively simple models of interaction of transport streams were analytically
investigated in general, where one stream is regular, i.e. characterized by the constant rate
of cargoes delivery (pickup). At the same time real transport streams have higher or lower
level of irregularity and that is why they make interest for research of this more
theoretically difficult case.
Among the latest researches in the field of modelling of interaction of transport streams
in transit points a work [22] can be singled out, in which a model based on generalization of
a classical model of Wagner - Whitin in the inventory theory is suggested for optimization
of a coordination between a streams of ships (with the given schedule) and railway wagons.
However, presented approach is efficient only for a case of fully controlled transport
streams, the irregularity of TU arrival is not considered.
In the book [17] the analytical methods (with a help of a special class of Markov
processes - Markov drift processes) are presented including enough researches of models of
interactions (via a warehouse mainly) of transport streams in terminals for a case, when one
of the TU streams (loaded and empty) is regular, and the other one is described by a model
of the Poisson stream. In a case of an interaction of two irregular transport streams because
of significant analytical difficulties within the Markov models, it was possible to investigate
only the simplest case of interaction of two single TU. For solving the occurring
mathematical difficulties and for getting the desired join queue-length distribution of TU
and amount of cargo in a warehouse, it is necessary to make one or another simplifying
assumptions, for example, related to unlimited capacity of one of the fronts of TU
loading/unloading, unlimited capacity of a warehouse, etc. Above results are related to the
usual cargo transhipment only, that is, to non-perishable cargo. In the article [11] the
stochastic model of port’s terminal was examined for transhipping the deteriorating cargo
but under condition that one of the streams of TU is described by the model of compound
Poisson process and another one is strong regular. That is why it is interesting to analyze
more general case when the stream of ships is irregular but not obligatory is Poisson, for
example, is finite or is described by the model renewal process. The analysis of such
modelling case for deteriorating cargo is the aim of our paper.

3 Description of general modeling scheme of port’s terminal
Let us consider the port’s terminal that consists of one moorage and warehouse. The
perishable cargo of one kind is delivered to a terminal with a single ship and immediately
comes to a warehouse with rate W. The time of round voyage of the ship is random variable
with the distribution function (d.f.) A(t). The carrying capacity of ship is also random
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variable with the d.f. G(x) and time of ship’s unloading has the d.f. B(t ) = G(Wt ).
It is assumed that both random variables are mutually independent.
All cargo that was delivered to a warehouse is removed from warehouse with a help
of surface transport (trucks, wagons) regularly with the constant rate U < W. The cargo in
warehouse is subjected to deterioration with the rate а (t ) , where  (t ) is the amount
of storing cargo at moment of time t (see Fig. 1).
Moorages
W

U

1

Ships with cargo
G(x)
Cargo in
warehouse

2
…

 (t )

…

Stream of cargo removed
from warehouse by
surface transport
A(t)

.
n.
.

W
Stream of perished
cargo a (t )

U

Fig. 1. Scheme of transport-warehousing system in port’s terminal.

Remark. Our supposition that there are only single ship does not restrict the generality
of terminal’s model as a queueing system. If A(t) is exponential distribution, then,
as it is well known from the theory of queue M/G/1 with infinite waiting room [23],
the periods of time when a server is busy and is idle form an alternative renewal process.
Therefore, if we will consider this more general case we can put B(t) = (t ) , where (t )
is d.f. of busy period. From queueing theory [24], it follows that the Laplace-Stieltjes
transform  (z ) of d.f. (t ) satisfies the functional equation

 (s) = g (

s +  −  ( s )
), Re s  0,
W

where



g ( z ) =  e − zx dG ( x), Re z  0.
0

Similarly it concerns the cases of one-server queueing systems of M/G/1 type with finite
waiting room or with finite number of sources.
Let  (t ) be the number of ships that are in a terminal in the moment of time t, that
is,

 (t )

may take only two values: 0 or 1. In mathematical respect our task is to find the

limit (with t → ) distribution of a random vector (v(t ),  (t )) . From the physical point
of view it means that we examine the work of terminal in a steady-state regime
(or in equilibrium).
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4 Finding the limit probabilistic distribution of inventory level
Due to above suppositions one can derive the following stochastic differential equation
(with probability 1) describing the inventory level fluctuation in warehouse:

 (t ) = WI( (t ) = 1) − UI( (t ) = 0,  (t )  0) − a (t ),

(1)

where I(A) is the indicator of an event A. From (1), it follows that  (t ) is the random walk
defined on the semi-interval [0, L), where L = (W − U)/a , i.e. 0 is sticky boundary and L
is attracting boundary for this walk.
Let us denote {tn }, n =1,2,… the sequence of the moments of time when process  (t )
changes its states and denote
F ( x, t ) = P{ (t ) = k ,  (t )  x},  kn ( x) = P{ (t ) = k ,  (t )  x},0  x  L, k = 0,1.
k
n
n

Our main goal is finding the limit distributions of process
the existence of these limits).

(v(t ),  (t )) (assuming

F ( x) = lim t → F ( x, t ),  k ( x) = lim
 ( x),0  x  L, k = 0,1.
k
n →  kn
k
For determination of the functions

 ( x), k = 0,1, from (1) and by theorem of total
k

probability one can derive the following system of linear integral equations:

t

0 (t ) =  B(t − u )d (u ) +  (0) B(t ),  (t ) =  [1 − A(h(u ) − h(t ))]d (u ) +  (t ), t  0, (2)
1
1
1
0
0
+0
t

where

k (t ) =  ( L(1 − e − at )), k = 0,1; h(t ) = (1 / a) ln[1 +  (1 − e − at )],  =
k

W
− 1.
U

The equations (2) are the sequence of theorem of total probability. Furthermore,
the functions Fk (x) can be expressed through the functions  k ( x), k = 0,1,

by the relations


F ( L(1 − e − at )) = 2 /( +  ){ (t ) +  [1 − A(h(u ) − h(t ))]d (u )}, (3)
0
0
0
t

t
tt −u
F1 ( L(1 − e −at )) = 2 /( +  ){ (0)  (1 − B(u ))du +   (1 − B( y))dyd (u )}, t  0,
1
1
0
0 0
where





0

0

 =  tdA(t )  ,  =  tdB (t )  .
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Particularly, if

A(t ) = 1 − e −t , t  0,
then from (2) we obtain the following loaded Volterra integral equation of the 2 nd kind
for determination of 1 (t ) :

t
[W + La(1 − e −at )] (t ) = We − at  [1 − B(t − x)] ( x)dx + W (0)e − at [1 − B(t )], t  0, (4)
1
1
1
0

For applications it is sufficient to know the mean and the variation of inventory level.
For calculation of

E j = lim t → E j (t ), j = 1,2,
immediately from (3), (4) the following formulae are valid (we omit the routing
calculations)

2a
1 −  ( a)
]},
 * (a)[1 + 
1 +  1
a
*
4a* (a)
1 −  (a) 4a1 (2a)
1 −  ( 2a )
2
2
1
[1 + 
]+
[1 + 
]},
E = L {1 −
1 + 
1 + 
2a
a
E = L{1 −

(5)

where







0

0

0

1* ( s) =  e − st  (t )dt ,  ( s) =  e − st dB(t ), Re s  0;  = g / W , g =  xdG ( x)  .
1
Particularly, if

G ( x) = 1 − e

−x / g

, x  0,

(the Markov model), then formula (5) can be reduced to the following one

E = L{1 −

2a1* (a)
1 + 

[1 +


1 + a

]},

(6)

where, as it follows from equation (4),



s1* ( s) =  (0){1 +   e
1

− ( s + a + 1 /  )t

( / a − 1)
[1 + (1 − e − at )]
dt}. (7)

0

The constant

1 (0) may be found from condition

lim s→+0 s* ( s) = 1/ 2.
1
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From this and (7) we find


1
− (a + 1 /  )t
( / a − 1) − 1
 (0) = {1 +   e
dt} . (8)
[1 + (1 − e − at )]
1
2
0

In practice, parameter a is usually small. From the expression (7), (8) it may be shown
that the following asymptotic formulae are valid:

a * (a)   (0) {1 +
1

 [2a + 1 /  −  ( + a)]

1

(2a + 1 /  −  )

},

2

(9)

 (0) 
1

 [1 /  −  ( + a)] - 1
1
{1 +
} , a → 0.
2
2
(1 /  −  )

The relations (9) are valid, for example, under condition

  1
or

g  WU /(W − U ).
Note that in equilibrium from equation (1) we obtain

 (t ) =

t

 [WI( ( ) = 1) − UI( ( ) = 0, ( )  0) - a ( )]d , −   t  .

−

(we moved up the initial moment to -  and dropped out initial value
the operator of mathematical expectation to both parts of (10) we obtain

E (t ) =

(10)

 (0) ). Applying

t

 [WF (, ) − U (1 − F0 (0, )) - aE ( )]d , −   t  .

−

1

After differentiation of both parts of equation (11) and accounting that
depend of time for stationary process we have

aE = WF1 () − U (1 − F (0)).
0

(11)

E (t ) does not

(12)

Since

F1 () =  /(1 +  ),
from (12) we obtain finally

g /(1 +  ) = U (1 − F (0)) + aE .
0
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Relation (13) expresses so-called conservation law for transport-warehousing system
under consideration. The expression in the right-hand side of equation (13) is the mean rate
of cargo stream coming from ship to warehouse and in left-hand side is total intensity
of cargo stream removed from the warehouse. The expression aE  is the average rate
of deteriorated cargo stream removed from the warehouse.
From (13), one can find the stationary probability that there are no cargo in warehouse
in arbitrary moment of time

g
F0 (0) = 1 − (
− aE ) / U ,
1 + 
where

(14)

E is defined by (4)- (8).

5 Formulation of optimal inventory control problem
The results obtained above allow us to formulate and solve the problem of optimal
inventory control for managers of port’s terminal. In the models of optimal inventory
control of perishable product it is expediently to consider the parameter а as control
variable which is controlled by special investments directed into more modern refrigerating
equipment [10, 15]. It is naturally to consider parameter a as a decreasing function
of mentioned investments. Such function, for example, may have the following view

a(v) = a0/(1+kv)r

(15)

a(v) = a0 exp(- kvr),

(16)

or

where a0 is the value of parameter a when the above investments equals to 0, i.e.
it corresponds to norms of natural perish under old technology of storage; k is a coefficient
which characterizes the rate of cargo deterioration decreasing under positive value
of investments directed into progressive storage technology; r is a positive parameter,
r  1; v is value of investments that port’s terminal managers direct in the beginning of
planning horizon from own profit for decreasing of cargo deterioration.
Let us evaluate the average cost per time unit С related to functioning of port’s
warehouse in steady-state regime. If we take into account only the cost for storage, the loss
from cargo perish, and investments for decreasing the deterioration of cargo, then
the expression for

С takes the form

C (v) = (cst + pa)E + v / T ,

(17)

where сst is holding cost for cargo unit and per time unit; p is price of product in good state;
Т is a planning horizon. In expression (16), it is assumed that parameter a depends
of control variable v according to one of the dependencies (14), (15), and expression E
is defined by the formulae (6), (7).
Since under condition v →  the parameter a (v) → 0 (see (15), (16)) and E tends
to a finite limit [17, 23], then

aE → 0 with the growth of v.
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Taking into account the conservation law (13), (14) the objective function (17) will take
the form

g
C (v) = (cst + pa)[
− U (1 − F0 (0))] + v / T .
1 + 

(18)

The problem of parameter v optimal value finding that minimizes the function (18)
is sufficiently complex computational procedure, since this control parameter v enters the
integrals (see (6) - (8)), i.e. the objective function is not expressed through the elementary
functions. Therefore, for this optimization problem solving a special computational
algorithm is needed. In such a situation it is expediently to use some approximations,
for example, asymptotic expansion under a → 0 (see (9)).

6 Conclusion
The paper presents the development of the inventory control model for perishable cargo
for the case of its servicing in port’s terminal considering deterioration process control.
It forms the next step in the development of inventory control theory considering
irregularity of transport units movement and dependence of deterioration rate of cargo
during its storage on the additional investments intended for this rate decreasing.
Presented stochastic model of port’s terminal may be generalized in several directions,
that will direct our future work. Two of them are noted below:
1) Refuse from the supposition of exponential distribution of inter-arrival periods
of ships at terminal. In order to take into account more regular arrival of TU, it is possible
to use the Erlang distribution or another kind of phase-type distribution [23, 24, 26]. But
in a result, we must solve a more general system of integro-differential equation in respect
of limit distribution of inventory level fluctuation  (t ) . Another generalization may
be based on application semi-Markov process for modeling the ships arrival.
2) Assume that the cargo is removed from warehouse irregularly, as well. The similar
models (for non-perishable cargo) were studied in [17].
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